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Abstract. Social media has been developing significantly from year to year. In Indonesia, 72% of the internet users use the internet to access social media. This indicates that social media are effective brand communication and promotion tools. Music industry is one of the business industries which utilizes social media as communication and promotion tools, especially related to music concerts. The purpose of this study is to identify the impact and relationship of social media towards emotional attachment and brand relationship quality, in which both will be then compare towards word of mouth (WOM) on concert’s attendees. This research uses descriptive design research conducted in one period (cross sectional design). Respondents of this study are 160 persons who attended concerts last year. The five-hypotheses research model in this study is tested using the Structural Equation Modelling (SEM). This research shows that social media interaction may result in emotional attachment. Emotional attachment felt by concert attendees may influence positively and significantly to brand relationship quality and creates word of mouth among the concert attendees.

1 Introduction

Across the time, social media keeps growing, pioneered by Friendster which dominated the usage of social media at that time. In 2004, Facebook was established, followed by Twitter in 2006. Facebook and Twitter are the most used and visited social media in the world. Right now, Facebook has 1.44 trillion active users, with 13% increment from last year’s record. As for Twitter, it has 308 million active users, with 18% increment form last year’s record, reaching 500 million tweets per day.

Based on the data from The Indonesian Association of Internet Service Provider (Asosiasi Penyelenggara Jasa Internet Indonesia/APJII), up until the end of 2014, there are 88 million Internet users in Indonesia. The majority of these 72% internet users use internet to access the communication channel. Here, the social media is the main internet activity, where its usage exceeds other activities’ like information browsing, chatting, news browsing and accessing the email.

A survey from Global Web Index presented that Indonesia is one of the most
active countries in terms of social media usage. Indonesia has 79.7% active social media users, ahead of Filipina with for 78% active users, Malaysia with for 72% active users and China with 67% active users. Facebook still dominates social media market in Indonesia with 62% active users, followed by Twitter, Google Plus and LinkedIn [28]. The social media users in Indonesia are expected to reach 75.4 millions users in 2015 [29].

Social media is an internet-based application that established based on ideology framework and Web 2.0 technology which enables the idea creation and information exchange among its users [1]. According to [2] social media is an online community consists of internet users who have the same interest and have a desire to communicate with each other. Nowadays, some of social media that remain popular in Indonesia are Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and Path. Additionally, Kaplan and Haenlein stated that social media has been the dominating topic in almost all aspects of business and industries.

Social media evolves to be the dominant means of digital communication [3]. However, as postulated by Pew Researcher Centre [4], among 67% internet users who also use social media, only a few of them know about the role of social media in influencing emotions towards brand and whether social media based relationship could result in favourable result, for example positive word of mouth.

Based on previous illustration, music industry is one of industries that incorporate social media as a means of communication and promotion tools, especially in promoting music concert. The growth of music concert, especially in Jakarta, keeps escalating. Between 2012 and 2014, there are at least 20 music concerts held in each year. Almost all of the performers, who have held their concert, own social media account. One of the examples is Afgan, a young talented singer from Indonesia who just held his own concert titled “Dari Hati Afgan” in Februari 2015. He owns various type of social media like Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. In his Twitter, Afgan has 9.812 tweets that garnered 7.9 millions of followers. In his Facebook fan-page, Afgan garnered 1.5 million likes, while his Instagram account has 1.049 posts and garnered 476 thousands of followers. Besides Afgan, there is Katy Perry, an international musician, who also has held concert in Indonesia. Just like Afgan, Katy Perry owns various type of social media like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc. In twitter, Katy Perry posts for 6.488 tweets and has garnered 69.7 million followers. Meanwhile, her Facebook fan-page is followed by 72 million of fans. As for her Instagram, it has 293 posts and garnered 19 million followers. There was at least 20 concerts held yearly between 2011 – 2015. Those music concerts utilize social media as a means of communication medium and promotion tools.

The previous illustration shows that social media is a right media to build emotions through interactions between the musicians and their fans. For the fans, social media is not only useful in exchanging information, but also in acquiring the most updated news about their favourite musician, such as their daily activities, rehearsal activities, concert schedule, etc. Knowing the fact that such activates could strengthen the relationship with their fans, often musicians will return to social media comment section to give love or likes, to re-tweet, and so forth.

Music concert as a brand has a distinctive characteristic, especially on its social media usage which occurs on certain time frame. As asserted by [5], the hedonic nature of music festivals turns them into an ideal context to empirically test the influence of emotions on brand relationship quality, as the value of the experience depends on the ability of the festival to engage one's subjectivity to arouse feelings or to provoke emotional reactions. Although there are only few studies on brand ownership and brand control related to music concerts, Mossberg and Getz asserted that brand can also be applied to concerts, as it can be applied to
products, services, an organization, a person, a team or a symbol [6]. Here, it can be concluded that music concert can also be classified as a brand. According to [5], music concerts in particular are more popular than ever, where now they are attracting millions of fans.

Based on above explanation, this study wants to test and to analyse the effect of interaction between musicians and their fans in the social media on the level of emotional attachment, brand relationship quality, and word of mouth. First of all, this study will examine the effect of media social interaction on music concert. Emotion is the positive and negative feeling of a person [7]. Next, this study will try to discover the effect of media social interaction and emotional attachment on music concert’s attendees brand relationship quality, as per stated by [8], emotion is the component of brand relationship, whereas brand relationship quality a significant indicator for the strength and depth of consumers’ relational behaviour towards brands. The last but not least, this study will investigate the effect of emotional attachment and brand relationship quality on the music concert attendee’s Word of Mouth. Here, word of mouth refers to a voluntary communication from the consumers where they promote a product or a brand to friends or relatives based on particular motives.

2 Theoretical Background, Conceptual Model & Hypotheses

2.1 Social Media Marketing

Social media consist of channel and content that are spread through the interaction between individuals and organizations, in which social media creates a two-way interaction between the organization and its consumers [11]. The true power of social media is the notion of “we are all connected”, which means that the communication occurs in social media is not a one-way communication, but rather a two-way communication whereas it enables a user to interact with not only other users, but also with the organization as well [10]. This is also supported by Kim & Ko [11] who stated that a brand and its consumers interact with each other without time, place and media boundary, that is the dynamic changes from a one-way communication to a two-way communication. The benefit of social media has been proven as the company using social media as a communication platform successfully improved its relationship with community and expanded consumer’s prospect, actively and passively.

The transformation from product centric to customer centric emphasize the importance for the company to be more focus on its consumers, in which social media is considered as one of the best media to not only interact with the consumers, but also to build the image of the company. The importance of social media signify with the facilitation of immediate, interactive, and low-cost communications [12]. Thus, it require the company to increase the use of social media in its marketing activity. Moreover, it is also important to conduct the analysis of social media marketing activity and its influence towards the brand and the company as a whole. [11] explained that social media activity is influenced by 5 indicators, namely entertainment, interaction, usefulness, word of mouth and trendiness.

2.2 Social Media Interaction

Social media is the means of electronic communication which can be personalized by its user to share ideas, information, opinion and message [9]. Social media site like Facebook and microblogging site like Twitter have been the main source of communication to seek acquaintances and brands. These kind of social media site can be incorporated by the marketers and consumers to build a community which can attract other potential consumers to join.
It is asserted that people visit social media for 3 major reasons [28]. The first reason is because of the brand or the product promotional campaign conducted by the company. The second reason is because the brand has a relevant content with the social media. The content is considered to be relevant when the delivered message has a meaning, or in the other words, the delivered message creates social connection. The third reason is because the popular and favourable content. The popularity of social media platform and content is important to make the users feel engaged with the brand. The fourth reason is because of the application used to access the social media. As the consumers can not automatically engage with the social media by themselves, the company has to analyse the characteristics of its target consumers then find the most effective social media platform to be utilized to interact with them.

In entertainment industry, Rothschild [19] observed that social media is utilized, organized and sensed by the company. It is discovered that more than a half (57%) number of industries that utilize social media have higher income compared to those who did not. This finding supported previous study which asserted that when the brand initiates social media interaction with the consumers, it would lead to a positive impact for the brand. This positive impact can be in form of cognitive or affective [22]. Basically, cognitive is related to thinking, while affective is related to feeling. The affective system has 5 basic characteristics, which are: 1) Affective system has an immediate response towards the environment, 2) Society has a little control towards affective system of an individual, 3) Affective response can be observed physically from the individual’s body motion, 4) Affective system can react to various kinds of stimulus, and 5) Although getting the same stimulus, the affective system of each individual is different, as it is based on each environment. One of the impact of affective system is emotion. Emotion is the feeling that triggers an individual to react towards internal or external stimulus.

2.3 Emotion

Emotion is a positive or negative feeling of an individual [7]. Emotion is part of consumer evaluation towards a stimulus which can be depicted as the consumer affective process [27]. The result of this evaluation will produce emotion towards the brand, and this emotion can be a positive one like happy, satisfied, and delighted or a negative one like angry, irritated, and upset. Human behaviour is easily affected by emotion. Consumers often feel so emotional and intuitive in their behaviour, in which it happens out of their consciousness. The marketers are interested to attract consumers emotionally as the emotionally-engaged consumers is desirable for the marketers.

Peter and Olson [22] asserted that in analysing the consumers, the marketers have to consider 3 aspects, namely consumer affective and cognitive state, consumer behaviour and consumer environment. Peter and Olson [22] also divided affective response into four types of response, which are emotion, special feeling, mood and evaluation. Emotion is the external factor that cannot be disregarded. Extra attention on the brand helps to create positive emotion, while negative emotions are the result of failing to meet a minimum standard [22].

Emotion towards the brand is one of the components of brand relationship. Consumers who have strong emotional relationship towards the brand are indirectly attached to that brand [20]. Emotional attachment with the brand makes individual to develop a delightful feeling towards the brand and to feel sad when the brand is not there [27]. The emotional relationship with the brand can be beyond the cognitive behaviour towards the brand [27], which is indicated by the strong relationships between brand and self-concept.

Emotional attachment can predict the strength of commitment towards the brand.
However, this emotional attachment along with the consumer’s personality can change the way consumers behave when they feel incompatible with the brand. Consumers who are emotionally-attached with the brand identify and recognize the brand really well so that they often show a quick dissatisfaction response when having a negative experience. This can endanger the emotional relationship between the consumers and the brand since the negative experience can lead to a strong negative reaction. This also shows that the bigger emotional attachment possessed by the consumers, the larger the tendency for them to lose trust and commitment toward the brand. Emotional attachment is the highest form of relationship as it is resulted from investment in the relationship between the company or brand and its consumers. To deal with this emotional attachment issue, the marketers can create a different product category with other brand, analyse the market better so that the consumers’ needs are relevant with the brand, and create a more intimate relationship between the brand and the consumers.

2.4 Brand Relationship Quality

Brand relationship quality is also known as consumer-brand relationship or the relationship between the brand and its consumers. Brand relationship quality is depicted as the indicator for the strength and depth of consumers’ relational behaviour towards brands [8]. Phau and Lau [23] illustrated that consumers project their personal characteristics into the brand when the brand itself can represent the consumers. Consumers who project themselves into the brand show a strong brand attachment. Similarly, [24] postulated that when consumers interact with brands, they develop an active relationship with those brands like people did with friends.

Brand relationship quality portrays the depth and strength of the relationship between the brand and its consumers. Brand relationship is considered superior in providing brand knowledge for the consumers and understanding consumers’ needs [18]. Brand relationship as an interdependent, voluntary relationship between an individual and a brand, characterized by the unique history of the interaction and the anticipation of future event [18]. It means that the interdependent relationship between the consumers and the brand is a key indicator of the notion that relationship with the brand has the same quality with the relationship with other human.

This study asserted that the relationship quality between the brand and its consumers depicts the strong motivation towards the brand [18], in which this motivation influences the extensive evaluation and also identifies the condition and process of the mediation process for the brand relationship quality effect. The traditional brand researchers examined how the consumers see and evaluate the brand, checked the brand attitude, and evaluated the brand or the quality of the brand. These researcher noted that the consumers not only have the difference in brand perception, but also in the way of how they interact with the brand [18].

Conceptually, brand relationship quality has a richer and deeper meaning compared to the evaluation of a brand as a whole or behavioural intention. Brand relationship quality depicts the emotional attachment and strong motivation with the brand. There are a lot of concept to keep this relationship alive, which are more than just building positive feeling. The concepts are affective and sociomotive attachment, the consists of love/passion and self-connection; behavioural ties, the consists of interdependence and commitment; and supportive cognitive beliefs, the consists of intimacy and brand partner equity. Concepts of brand relationship quality, which are love/passion, self-connection, interdependence, commitment, intimacy, and brand partner quality [18].
2.5 Word of Mouth

Word of Mouth is the process of transferring information from one individual to other and has an important role in consumer decision making [19]. Brown and Reingen argued that WOM plays an important role in consumer behaviour and attitude formation [6]. WOM includes consumer attitude in sharing the brand, opinion or reaction towards business, product and service to others [20]. A positive WOM is a powerful marketing media for the company in influencing the consumers.

Some studies in recent decades found consistent results regarding the importance of personal interaction and WOM, especially in influencing market choice [20] and in distributing information about new product. WOM is usually created by the consumers who do not have personal agenda in recommending particular brand or product. Therefore, the recommendation via WOM is considered to be more credible and can gain more attention from the market [21].

When the consumers are satisfied and have positive attitude towards the brands, it does not automatically make them recommend the brand or involve in WOM. The consumers have to feel motivated first in order to initiate the WOM. There are some factors that can make the consumers initiate the WOM, and even better, initiate the positive WOM. Understanding these factors can make the marketers to be more proactive in finding the best way to organize and influence the positive WOM, thus making the marketing communication work more effectively. The internal factors that can motivate consumers to initiate positive WOM are as following: strength of social ties, altruism, seeking confirmation of own judgement, and expressing sense of achievement [25].

Based on literature background above, we testing five hypothesis using the model in Figure 1 adopted from [26]:

H1: Social media interaction positively influence emotional attachment
H2: Social media interaction positively influence brand relationship quality
H3: Emotional attachment positively influence brand relationship quality
H4: Emotional attachment positively influence word of mouth
H5: Brand relationship quality positively influence word of mouth

Fig. 1. Research Model
3 Method

This study used descriptive research design with single cross sectional time frame. The data was collected by distributing the questionnaire directly and via online. The online questionnaires was distributed using Google docs. The respondents of this study were the one who have watched live concert at least once in this year, and followed the social media of their favorite musicians. The number of respondents needed in this study were 160 respondents. To acquire the respondents, this study utilized convenience sampling method, in which it gave freedom for the researcher to gather the sample from the places that are accessible and convenient for the researcher. For the places themselves, this study acquired the sample from Plenary Hall Jakarta and Artist Fanbase of Afgan and Taeyang. Here, the researcher came directly to the aforementioned place to meet the fans of Afgan and Taeyang.

The questionnaire of this study was measured by using a six-point Likert type scale. Emotion was measured by adapting items, which are affectionate, friendly, loved, peaceful, passionate, delightful, captivated, connected, bored and attached. As for brand relationship quality, it was measured by using 16 items from [18]. For word of mouth, it is a statement of respondents’ willingness to recommend music concert from certain musicians to their friends or relatives.

4 Results

Out of 160 respondents, 84% are female and 16% are male. These 160 respondents are the one who at least have watched 1 concert in this year, and already followed the social media of their favourite musicians.

Next, this study conducted the goodness of fit analysis. The goodness of fit scores of this study are as follow: GFI = 0.71 (marginal fit), RMSEA = 0.10 (mediocre fit), NFI = 0.71 (marginal fit). Also Parsimonious Fit Index shows a good fit score. The results show that the model has a good fit since it already fulfils 4 - 5 criteria of goodness of fit. A model has to meet at least 3 criteria of goodness of fit to be considered as a good fit model.

Figure 2 below depicts the t value scores of each hypothesis used in the study. Four hypotheses in this study are supported as their t-values are > 1.96, meanwhile 1 hypotheses is not supported as its t-value is < 1.96.
5 Conclusion

Based on the results, several conclusions are presented to answer the objectives of the study. First of all, social media interaction has a positive and significant effect on emotional attachment. This significant effect is an indication that should the attendees of music concert experience a high level of interaction in the social media, their emotional attachment will be increased. Then, it is apparent that social media interaction has no significant and positive effect on brand relationship quality. This insignificant result might happen because the brand relationship quality, either related to the musicians or the concerts itself, has to be influenced first by the depth and strength of the relationship between the consumers and the brand [8].

As for emotional attachment, it has a positive and significant effect on brand relationship quality. This significant effect indicates that when the brand relationship of the consumers is high, then their emotional attachment will be high as well. Maintaining the relationship with the consumers will not only lead to positive feelings, but also to affective and sociemotive attachment which consist of love/passion and self-connection; behavioural ties, the consists of interdependence and commitment and supportive cognitive beliefs, the consists of intimacy and brand partner quality.

It is also proven that brand relationship quality has a positive and significant effect on word of mouth. This significant effect shows that when the brand relationship quality of the consumers is high, then their willingness to conduct word of mouth will be high as well. The same case also applied for emotional attachment, where it also has a positive and significant effect on word of mouth. This significant effect is an indication that should the emotional attachment of the consumers is high, then their willingness to conduct word of mouth will be high as well.

5.1 Limitations and Recommendation for Future Research

This study has several limitations that affect the result of the study as a whole. First, this study was only conducted in the Plenary Hall, Jakarta and within the fan base of Afgan and Taeyang. It would be better if it was conducted on several music concert venues instead of only one, and on more varied fan base, like female musicians fan base, for example Raisa, so that it would be more representative in explaining the music concert attendes’ characteristics in general. Then, most of the questionnaires were only distributed on Jakarta area, thus most of the respondents were the residents of Jabodetabek and the total respondents acquired were only 160. It would be better to gain a larger number of respondents in order to increase the reliability and validity of the study. Moreover, the distribution of physical questionnaires were only conducted on the fan base of Afgan and Taeyang, in which the majority of the members are female. This could create a bias on the study result as the majority of the respondents were female. For future studies, it is suggested that the distribution of the questionnaire is not only limited on the fan base of male musicians, but also on the fan base of female musicians in order to capture a larger and more balance picture of music attendes characteristics. It is also suggested to improve the range the area of study as to not limit it to Jabodetabek area only. By doing so, the result of study is believe to be richer. Doing the comparison across several areas will also improve the generalibility and external validity. Moreover, future studies can also add purchase intention as one of the variable in the research model.
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